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Learning Objectives




Share practical applications of Dynamo
Discuss ways to utilize Dynamo to solve everyday problems
Learn how to incorporate Dynamo into daily workflows
Discuss how structural engineers are using Dynamo

Description
Dynamo is exciting, and the examples of its capabilities are awe inspiring, but are they practical in a realworld structural workflow? When an engineer creates a Dynamo script that resembles a bowl of
spaghetti but will create some elaborate structure, is that practical and useful on a daily basis? While
the farfetched and futuristic capabilities are exciting for probably 1% of projects, are they applicable to
the other 99%? This session will focus on the other 99%. Due to the perception that it is only for the
crazy stuff, many structural engineers have not explored Dynamo. Instead of ignoring a fantastic
technology, engineers should learn ways to utilize Dynamo. This roundtable will offer an environment
for structural engineers to share ideas for utilizing Dynamo to create innovative solutions to real-world,
everyday problems.

Your AU Expert
Desirée Mackey has been in the architecture, engineering, and construction industry for more than 15
years. After obtaining her bachelor's and master’s degrees from the University of California, Davis, and
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, she perpetuated her nerdy tendencies with Revit. She started
her career in California with a construction company, she continued with a structural engineering firm,
and now she is a structural engineer and Building Information Modeling (BIM) manager at
Martin/Martin in Colorado. Dezi is a regular speaker at many conferences. She is a co-founder of the
Rocky Mountain Building Information Society, the chair of the Structural Engineers Association of
Colorado's BIM Committee, a member of the RTC North America Committee, and a member of the AU
Advisory Council. Finally, as if that’s not enough Revit in her life, she’s married to “The Revit Geek” and
acts as a partner in his BIM consulting firm, BD Mackey Consulting.
Email: dmackey@martinmartin.com
Twitter:@DesireeMackeySE

Introduction
This roundtable is intended to be a collaborate place for everyone to share and discover ideas
about the application of Dynamo in every day structural engineering. The class will present five
questions to help prompt the identification of challenges that could be addressed using dynamo.
Each attendee is encouraged to share what they have done with Dynamo, what they would like
to do, or what they struggle with. This session will focus on identifying areas for potential use of
Dynamo, not necessarily the detailed solutions.

Questions to Discuss
The following are the base five questions that will be discussed within the class, but the
discussion may take us other places as well. Please feel free to use the space below to take
notes or to write down ideas.
What kinds of tasks lend themselves well to the use of Dynamo?

What should Dynamo not be used for?

What tasks in Revit are repetitive?

What could Dynamo address that Revit can’t on its own?

Could Dynamo help with any engineering tasks?

Conclusion
The goal for this discussion is that each attendee walks out of the class with at least on idea of
something to try in Dynamo. Happy Reviting!

